"A path with heart. Just give me a path with heart."
- DON JUAN

i keep seeing triangles everywhere, especially in threes.

"My strength and my weakness are twins in the same womb."
- MARGE PIERCY

*turn to the centerfold for a seminar #secretseasage from Gina Rimmel.

1. seeming treasures have kept you chained
   you have believed the mind's lies
   playing small
   clinging fast
   but now energy has built
   and the most familiar things need discarding
2. answer frankly:
   does this limit
   or liberate?
   does this raise
   or reduce you?
   you need that space
3. play in the emptied arena
   and watch your insights turn firm
   here you begin to experience
   rather than simply believe
   the new thought
   that changes the world
   ***
What will you never change.

The doors are never open.

This door is between

By entering this portal I can strip

And become...

Where I am going and

Where my truth lies is the same place.
at first i was afraid. i was petrified. i kept thinking i could never live without you by my side. but then i spent so many nights just thinking how you done me wrong, and i grew strong! i learned how to get along.

I hope this note finds you well and with a full heart! Today I found myself yelling at a painting "you are terrible! that's not what i wanted you to do!" In the end i realized sometimes art makes itself, and that makes it wonderful. i am sending you all the light i can muster up!

Your friend,
Jack

you knowww
"I WILL NEVER LET A DARK SPOT STEAL MY SPOTLIGHT."

~All Things Arrive When Needed~

is

my
motto ...

:-)

bonnie
@somepinkflowers on IG

"I take this to be holy...

"This beautiful, desperate desire."

- JOE HENRY

Truth: there is no excuse for my being quiet.
Truth: everyone is making beauty from rough edges and doubt and confusion.
By Secret Message Society Member - Karen Jonsson

Regrowing wings is a hard process, but my god it is worth it.

and her wings begin to grow.

BY @ BRITTXANDER

by @ Debi Did It
Women gone Wild

Song of ourselves

with no strings attached

@debdidi5

* When we were looking at houses to buy, I found this enchanting neighborhood in my town where zodiac signs are named after streets.
Triangles are the strongest shape ... Three stronger than one or two. And three threes just seems to me as the most powerful number ... Nine. That's why it is my number. (And I believe it is why I have nine children.) I see that pattern show up in so many ways for me ... three threes. And when I do it is always a powerful message.

Words by @IAMJustCynthia

I really appreciate how determined you are to find the magic in (it seems like) just about everything.

Love, Beth X)

by @FeralLoveJackal

"They focus on the things you're not. Just walk."

— Joan Jett

PS: Let the wild rumpus begin!

a magic place

for when you need one
"Ah, here we are. Finally we're arrived on a Wednesday morning.

I'm cultivating a mixed media life.

Don't ask me who I am. That changes hourly. I am in flux..."
Take time for yourself and many things will become clearer and begin to fall into place.

"I wonder if he knows that he always thinks someone is out to get him."

"If the sight of blue skies fills you with joy, if a blade of grass springing up in the fields moves you, if the simple things in nature have a message you understand, rejoice for your soul is alive."

Eleanor Duse

"A woman knows by intuition, or instinct, what is best for herself."

Marilyn Monroe

"The artless art is the art of the soul at peace, mirrored in a deep lake. The ultimate aim of an artist is to become a master of his daily activity to be, masters of the art of living. Masters in all branches of life and so lay hold of the art of living, for the soul creates everything." Bruce Lee
CREATE YOURSELF

FREE

"We wait, starving for moments of high magic to inspire us, but life is full of common enchantment waiting for our alchemist's eyes to notice." — Jacob Nordby

"Man is not truly one, but truly two: I learned to recognize the thorough and primitive quality of man... if I could be said to be either, it was only because I was radically both." — Robert Louis Stevenson

Embodied experience

"She ignored them and stepped away, was off flying outside of her comfort zone. Calling spirit IN to MOTION"

Robert Louis Stevenson